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1. Description of the system 
First of all, the reader has to know that this project is a part of a bigger project called 
“Universal Communication Platform for e-Health services”. 
This big project implements a way to remotely monitoring by a supervisor of certain health 
signals for the purpose of patients diagnosis and computer aided therapy. 
One of the main aims of this project is that it has the requirement of “anywhere and anytime” 
availability of that monitoring (this service is oriented to mobile supervisors) so the interface 
that the supervisor will use to manage this system has to be easy to access from the most 
possible devices. 
This actual project we are concerning is to develop the interface that the supervisor will use to 
monitor and organize all the data coming from the monitored patients. 
As there is the requirement that this interface has to be easy accessible from anywhere, we 
think that the best way to solve this requirement is that the interface will be a web application 
in a remote server so the supervisor will be able to access to the interface from any device 
with internet access. As right now the mobile devices with wireless internet they are so much 
popular, we think that it is the perfect kind of interface for that proposes. 
Web applications differ from conventional websites in that web applications can create a 
dynamic response. Many websites deliver only static pages. A web application can interact 
with databases and business logic engines to customize a response. 
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2. Functionalities 
This section describes the functionality that this interface, we will call it the web application 
from now on, offers to the supervisors, from now on to refer to that supervisors we will talk 
about the web application users. 
This web application allows to its users to build graphically a project, in a “workspace” page, 
consisting in different elements and the relation between that elements. These elements there 
will be many functions that the “Services Server” (the server(s) that offers services available to 
the user) has available, and between these elements there will be also one kind of elements 
that will be Inputs values and another element that will be a Result element, which indicates 
where the relation between all the elements ends. 
To make easy to share a project, the user have the option to save one of his projects in a XML 
file, so it is easy to share this file. Then the same user or a different one has the possibility to 
load that project from the XML file also. 
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3. Installation of the system 
In this section the reader will find the requirements and a basic guide to install the web 
application in a server. 
As we said previously, this is a Java application and it is ready to work in an Apache Tomcat 
v7.0 server and with a MySQL database. 
The easiest way to get this server running is to download the Apache XAMPP software. It is an 
easy to install Apache distribution containing Tomcat and MySQL and is really easy to install. 
The quickly way to do it is to download the XAMPP “.zip” file from the website 
http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp.html. In the same website you can find useful 
information about how to install the XAMPP server depending about your Operative System.  
In the CD of this project there is attached the project exported to a “.war” file, and a “.sql” file 
with the backup of the database of the project (the backup is also described at the end of this 
section), it is all we need to run the web application. To import the web application to this 
server it is necessary to extract the “.war” file to the Tomcat “webapps” folder 
(xampp/tomcat/webapps/) in a subfolder with the name of the project. The reader can find 
the information about how to start the services Apache, Tomcat and MySQL in the website of 
XAMPP mentioned previously. 
Once the two services (Tomcat and MySQL) are running, we need to import the database 
backup to the MySQL server. A good point of the XAMPP server is that it has an own web 
application to manage the MySQL databases called “phpMyAdmin”. It is possible to access it 
by going to the URL http://localhost/phpmyadmin from the same server. Once in the 
“phpMyAdmin” web application, in the superior menu there is the option “Import” where you 
get a formulary with a file input field to send the database backup “.sql” file to the server, then 
if we click the “Go” button it will automatically import the database. 
Figure 3.1. Screenshot of the page Import of the web application phpMyAdmin 
With our database imported, now the server is ready to run and the web application properly 
installed so we can start to use it. 
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3.1. Backup of the databases 
Here we have the backup of the MySQL DDBB of our web application server: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CREATE DATABASE wroclaw; 
USE wroclaw; 
 
GRANT ALL ON wroclaw.* TO 'pan'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'niemamczasu'; 
-- Giving basic interaction privileges to the user 'pan' to access from the 
same server to this database 
CREATE TABLE users ( 
userid int, -- user identifier 
username varchar(25), -- user name to log in 
pwd varchar(32), -- password that will be saved as MD5 codification 
firstname varchar(25), -- first name of the user 
surname varchar(35), -- surname of the user 
PRIMARY KEY (userid) 
);  
-- As for the moment the web application it has no registration form, to 
create the application users, we will have to create them manually with SQL 
commands. 
-- Example of insert: 
INSERT INTO users VALUES (1, 'admin', MD5('1234'), 'Admin', ''); 
 
CREATE TABLE projects ( 
userid int, -- user identifier 
id varchar(20), -- project identifier 
elements varchar(255), -- a list with the elements of the project and its 
position 
relations varchar(255), -- a list with the relations between the elements of 
the project 
inputs varchar(255), -- a list with the values of the inputs elements of the 
project 
PRIMARY KEY (userid,id), 
FOREIGN KEY (userid) 
    REFERENCES users(userid) 
); 
-- The table projects we don’t have to do any insert, it will be completely 
managed by the web application. 
-- Anyway, following there is an example of what would contain this table (it 
represents 2 Input elements – with values 4 and 3, respectively - related to 
an Addition element and this last related to a Result element): 
-- VAUES (1, 'example1', 
'inp1,213,450,inp2,223,538,add1,386,487,res1,517,481', 
'inp2,out1,add1,in2,add1,out1,res1,in1,inp1,out1,add1,in1', 'inp1,4,inp2,3'); 
COMMIT; 
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And here is the backup of the MySQL DDBB of the server where there will be the information 
about the available functions: 
 
Attention: It is dangerous to modify the functions identifiers in the table “functions” of the 
database of the server where there will be the information about the available functions once 
there have been created any project, because in the table “projects” of the database of our 
web application server, the columns “elements”, “relations” and “inputs” references this 
identifier. So if there is a change of that identifier, the user also have to check if he have to 
change any value also in the table “projects”, that check can be done with this SQL command 
(the identifier we want to change has to be filled in the SQL command where the word 
“OLD_IDENTIFIER”): 
 
  
CREATE DATABASE wroclaw2; 
USE wroclaw2; 
 
GRANT ALL ON wroclaw2.* TO 'pan'@'%' IDENTIFIED BY 'niemamczasu'; 
-- Giving basic interaction privileges to the user 'pan' to access from 
another server to this database 
 
CREATE TABLE functions ( 
id varchar(3), -- identifier of the element (it has to be 3 characters 
id) 
description varchar(20), -- name of the element (is showed in the 
functions select list) 
symbol varchar(1), -- one character symbol that represents the element 
(is showed in the middle of the element in the workspace) 
inputs int, -- number of inputs of the element 
outputs int, -- number of outputs of the element 
available varchar(1), -- one character letter that indicates if the 
element is available or not (Y/N) 
PRIMARY KEY (id) 
); 
-- Examples of function inserts: 
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('add','Addition','+',4,1,'Y'); 
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('sub','Substraction','-',2,1,'Y'); 
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('mul','Multiply','*',3,1,'N'); 
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('div','Divide','/',2,1,'Y');  
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('mod','Modulo','%',2,1,'Y'); 
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('inp','Input','',0,2,'Y');  
INSERT INTO functions VALUES ('res','Result','R',1,0,'Y'); 
-- The Input element does not have any symbol because in the workspace 
that element has an input text value in the middle (not any symbol) 
 
COMMIT; 
SELECT id 
FROM projects 
WHERE elements LIKE '%OLD_IDENTIFIER%' 
OR relations LIKE '%OLD_IDENTIFIER%' 
OR inputs LIKE '%OLD_IDENTIFIER%'; 
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4. Tutorial 
This section is a tutorial about how to use the web application step by step. We will start this 
tutorial like with the recently installation of the web application (an empty one, without any 
user or project), and we will explain step by stem how to create a user and how to create, 
share and solve a project by that user. 
4.1. Create users 
Once the web application is running in the server, the first we need is to create the users. 
As for the moment the application has not any formulary to sign up / delete any user, it 
has to be done manually with an SQL command trough the MySQL database of the web 
application server.  In the anterior section “Installation of the system” the reader can find 
a database backup and information about the “users” table. The SQL command to create a 
new user in the database has to look like this: 
 
4.2. Log In 
Now that we have created our user, the user can access to the web application URL. It will 
be showed the “log in” page where he will find a formulary where he have to type the 
username and password we have inserted in de database. 
Figure 4.1. Screenshot of the formulary of the “log in” page 
 
4.3. Portal page 
After the login formulary the user will arrive to the “portal” page. In this page the user has 
three options: start a new project, load a pre-saved project, or delete a pre-saved project 
from the database.  
INSERT INTO users VALUES('id','username',MD5('password'),'Name','Surname'); 
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Figure 4.2. Screenshot of the “portal” page of a user with one project named 
“example1” in the database 
 
• To start a new project the user simply have to leave selected the “New Project” 
option in the select list and click the button “Create Project”. 
• Load a pre-saved project. It is possible to do it by two different ways depending 
about how the project was saved: 
− Load a user project from the database: selecting the identifier of the project 
through the select list and clicking the corresponding button “Load Project”. 
− Load a project pre-saved in a XML file: through the file input and clicking the 
corresponding button “Load Project”. 
• To delete a user project from the database the user have to choose the identifier of 
the project through the select list and click the button “Delete Project”. Then the 
page will be reloaded but in the select list there will not be anymore that project. 
Attention: the project will be immediately deleted from the database without any 
way to recover it unless the user has a pre-saved XML file of that project.  
 
 
4.4. Workspace page (new project) 
In any case that the user is creating a new project or loading an existing one (from the 
database or from an XML file), then the “workspace” page will be loaded. This is the most 
important page of the web application. Here is where the user has the possibility to build 
the operation graphically by dragging the different functions and making relations 
between their inputs and outputs of every element (function). 
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Figure 4.3. Screenshot of the “workspace” page of a new project 
 
The first time, when the user is starting a new project, this page is loaded with the 
workspace empty (we understand like workspace, the space inside the big square under 
the “Functions” select box), where the user will have to set an identifier name to the 
project and start building it. 
To start building the project, the user should open the “Functions” select box where he will 
find the name of the different available functions in that moment. By selecting one of the 
available functions, then the element box of that function will appear in the “tools space” 
(it is the grey large space in the top of the workspace, just under the “Functions” select list) 
and the name of that function will disappear from the select list. 
So the user is able to at first load in the “tools space” all the functions he will need to build 
the project. 
The user is also able to hide any of the “tools” (the function boxes in the “tools list”) and 
return it back to the select list by clicking to the  icon of the “tool”. 
But at this moment the project continue being empty. To really start building the project 
putting that elements in the “workspace”, the user only have to click and drag one of the 
“tools” to the “workspace”, when the user let the box in the workspace, a clone of that 
“tool” will be crated and so the first element of the project. 
We can drag as many times a “tool” to the workspace as much instances of that function 
we need in the project. 
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When the user has enough elements created the he will need to draw the relations 
between them. It is as easy as clicking (only clicking, not dragging) first to the “output 
arrow”  icon of the element where the relation will start, and after clicking to the “input 
arrow”  icon of the element where the relation will end. Then a line between the two 
elements will be drawn. 
If the user wants to erase a relation (a line between two elements) he has to do it in the 
revers way: by first clicking to the “input arrow”  icon of the element where the relation 
ends, and after clicking to the “output arrow”  icon of the element where the relation 
starts. 
The user will not be able to draw a line in those cases: 
• the user is trying to draw the line between two input arrows or two output arrows. 
• the user is trying to draw a line between an output arrow and an input arrow from 
the same element. 
• the user is trying to draw a line that ends to an input arrow where there is already 
a line drawn. 
• for implementation reasons, the user also cannot be able to draw two lines from 
and to the same elements. So if there is a line between a output arrow of an 
element and an input arrow of another element, he is not able to draw a second 
line even between a different output arrow from the first element and a different 
input arrow from the other element. 
The user can delete an element from the workspace by clicking to the icon of the 
element. Then, immediately, the relations concerning that element will be also erased. 
The user is able to write in the input elements whatever he wants (number, text, arrays…) 
considering where this input element will be related to.  
This is all the user need to know to be able to draw the project. Once the project is build, 
the workspace will look like in the following Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. Screenshot of the “workspace” with an example project “example1” 
 
Once the project is build or if the user wants to save the project to continue editing later, 
he has two options: to save the project in the database or to get a XML file that will 
contain the project situation so he (or another different user) can load it later and 
continue editing. 
To do it the user has a “menu” space onto the “workspace” of the project. If he wants to 
solve the project and get the result value he also has the corresponding button in that 
“menu” space. 
 
 Figure 4.5. Menu space to save/solve the project 
If the user clicks the button “Save project”, the project will be saved in the web application 
database and a temporary message will be shown just after the “Functions” select list 
informing that the project has been saved correctly. 
If the user clicks the button “Get XML file”, then he will get for download a XML file and he 
will be able to save it in his computer. 
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When the user try to solve the project clicking the button “Solve project”, some validation 
checks will be done, checking that for example: 
− There is some element and relation in the workspace 
− There is not any empty Input element. 
− There is the Result element in the workspace (every project has to end with a 
Result element). 
− There is not any unavailable element in the workspace. 
If any of these validations fails, an error popup will be shown to the user informing about 
that errors. 
If there is not any validating error in the project, the project will be sent to the “Server 
Controller” and after it is calculated and the “Server Controller” has sent back the result 
value, a result popup will be shown with the result of the project calculation. 
 
4.5. Workspace page (load project) 
If the user has choose to load an existing project, even from the web application database 
or from a project XML file, then the same kind of “workspace” we have explained in the 
last point will be loaded with the saved project in the workspace and with the id of the 
project in the “Project Identifier” input text value. 
If in the saved project there is any element (function) that in that moment is unavailable, 
that element will be loaded also but it will be shown in red colour like in the following 
figure 4.6, so the user can realise that this function in unavailable so he cannot solve the 
project in that moment. He has also the possibility to delete that function and use another 
one. 
 
 Figure 4.6. Unavailable element in the workspace 
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5. Developers guide 
In this section the reader will find information about how was the web application developed 
and what to do to solve/make changes to the web application. 
This is a Java EE web application and has been developed with the Eclipse IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment). 
To be able to understand the structure of the project files and all the configuration files, the 
reader has to take a huge look to the development frameworks Struts2, which is a set of Java 
classes and JSP tag libraries that uses the MVC (Model-View-Controller) architecture, and 
Spring3, a very helpful framework that simplifies the complexity of that type of applications. 
The project has been developed with those technologies. 
To understand the basics of the project structure, before start reading about those 
frameworks, the user may have had also a look to the Model-View-Controller architecture. 
Basically the Model represents the business or database code, the View represents the page 
design code (the JSP, java servlet pages, files in our application), and the Controller represents 
the navigational code (the actions, class files, in our application). 
 
Figure 5.1. Model-Vista-Controller diagram 
 
With the Eclipse IDE, we have also used the SQLExplorer plugin of Eclipse with, as our database 
is a MySQL database, the MySQL java connector. It can be really useful for the developer to get 
this plugin so he can do quickly changes to the database. 
Now let’s explain a bit of the files and database that are concerning this application: 
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5.1. Configuration files 
The principal configuration files of the web application are the following ones: 
• web.xml (in the folder “/WebContent/WEB-INF/”). 
With the configuration of the filters, listeners and parameters necessaries. 
 
• struts.xml (in the folder “/src/”). 
With the configuration of all the “actions” or servlets (the “Model” in the MVC 
diagram) of the application and its inputs and results, normally Java Servlet Pages, JSP 
(the “View” in the MVC diagram). 
Example of configuration code in struts.xml file: 
 
Here we can see the Login action class configured, it has the input page login.jsp and 
the output success page portal.jsp. 
 
• applicationContext.xml (in the folder “/WebContent/WEB-INF/”). 
With the configuration of all the beans necessaries by the application, like the 
parameters necessaries to access to the DDBB, or also the http URL where it has to be 
sent the XML file of an application project to be solved. 
Example of configuration code in applicationContext.xml: 
<action name="Login" class="login"> 
    <result name="input">/login.jsp</result> 
    <result name="success">/portal.jsp</result> 
</action> 
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Here we can see the declaration of 3 beans: 
− the bean dataSource with the properties necessaries to access the DDBB. 
− the bean applicationDao that is the DAO that will access to the database so it 
will need the property previously declared dataSource. 
− the bean login that is the action class that will log in the users. It needs one 
function from the DAO applicationDao to validate if a user is in the database, 
so it needs the property previously declared applicationDao. 
 
• All the necessary libraries that this application needs to work are in the folder 
“/WebContent/WEB-INF/lib/”. 
 
5.2. Classes of the application and its related outputs (JSP files) 
The web application has eight classes organized in two packages. Here you can find a basic 
description about the functionality of every class. To know more accurately what is done in 
every class, the developer can take a look to the comments in the code. 
In the package “actions” we have six classes, are the classes called for the browser by the user: 
• Login class (file Login.jsp). 
This class is basically responsible to log in a user from the formulary of the login.jsp 
page and get the identifiers of his saved projects from the database to list him in the 
posterior page portal.jsp so the user is able to load one of them or create a new one. 
<bean id="dataSource"  
class="org.springframework.jdbc.datasource.DriverManagerDataS
ource"> 
<property name="driverClassName"> 
     <value>com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</value> 
 </property> 
 <property name="url"> 
     <value>jdbc:mysql://localhost/wroclaw</value> 
 </property> 
 <property name="username"> 
     <value>pan</value> 
 </property> 
 <property name="password"> 
     <value>niemamczasu</value> 
 </property> 
</bean> 
 
<bean id="applicationDao" class="data.JdbcApplicationDao"> 
      <property name="dataSource"> 
<ref bean="dataSource"/> 
</property> 
</bean> 
 
<bean id="login" class="actions.Login"> 
      <property name="applicationDao"> 
<ref bean="applicationDao"></ref> 
</property> 
</bean> 
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This action is also responsible to log out a user by deleting the corresponding session 
variables. 
 
• Workspace class (file Workspace.java). 
This class is responsible to fill the parameters necessaries to let the user create a new 
project/load an existing one in the database, depending on what the user have choose 
in the portal.jsp page. Once the parameters are filled, it is shown the page 
workspace.jsp where the user will be able to create/edit the project. 
These parameters that this class has to fill are: the id of the project, a list with all the 
existing functions/elements and its attributes, a list with the elements of the project 
and its position in the workspace, a list with the relations between the elements in the 
workspace, and a list with the values of the input elements of the workspace. 
 
• Servlet class (file Servlet.java). 
This class is called by javascript JQuery ajax functions from the workspace.jsp page. Is 
the responsible to save a project to the database, and to solve the project and showing 
the result value of that project. 
The solving of the project is implemented by the corresponding function of the 
MethodsXML class.  
Remember that in the configuration file applicationContext.xml there has to be put 
the value of the http URL where the project has to be sent (in the “server” property). 
 
• CreateXML class (file CreateXML.java). 
This class is called from the workspace.jsp page and is responsible to create the XML 
code necessary to save the actual project in a XML file and return back that XML file 
with that code, so the user can download such file and save it to his computer or share 
it with another users. So this class does not have any output jsp page view, only has 
the XML file output. 
 
• LoadXML class (file LoadXML.java). 
This class, like the Workspace class, is responsible to fill the parameters necessaries to 
load a project from a XML file that the user has filled in the file input form from the 
portal.jsp page. Like the Workspace class, once the parameters are filled, it is shown 
the page workspace.jsp where the user will be able to edit that project. 
 
• MethodsXML class (file MethodsXML.java). 
This class is never called directly by the user from the browser. This class implements 
two methods that are used by the classes Servlets and CreateXML. These methods are 
one to build the XML code from the parameters of a project, and another to send the 
XML file to the “Server Controller” and wait for the response with the result value. The 
sending of the file to the server is implemented with the Apache HttpComponents 
project libraries, specifically with the HttpClient library. 
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In the package “data” we have two classes that are the ones responsible to access to the 
DDBB: 
• ApplicationDAO class (file ApplicationDAO.java with the interface, and the 
implementation in the file JDBCApplicationDAO.java). 
This class is a DAO (Data Access Object) responsible to access to the web application 
database to get/save information about the users and projects. 
 
• ExternalDAO class (file ExternalDAO.java with the interface, and the implementation 
in the file JDBCExternalDAO.java). 
This class is also a DAO responsible to access to the external database from the server 
where there will be the information about the available functions. Is responsible to get 
this information. 
 
Remember that in the applicationContext.xml file there has to be put the values 
necessaries so these DAOs can access to the both databases (the properties of the 
beans “dataSource” and “dataSource2”). 
 
For the best understanding of the user about the relation between all the actions and views 
that conform this application following we have a flux diagram of the web application. 
Figure 5.2. Flux diagram of the web application classes and views 
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5.3. The UML diagram of the DDBB 
 
Figure 5.3. UML diagram of the DDBB 
As the reader can see in the UML diagram, there are 2 databases: 
• The database of the web application server where we have the tables users (with the 
users of the application) and the table projects (with the information of the different 
projects). The attribute userid of the table projects is a foreign key that references to 
the table users. 
 
• The database of the external server where there is the information about the available 
functions. There is an only one table function with the information about all the 
existing functions in the system and the information if they are available or not. 
 
5.4. The access to the DDBB 
The classes responsible to access to the databases are the applicationDAO and the 
externalDAO. Here we describe the different access: 
• Function ApplicationDao.getLogUser(String uname, String pwd). Try to get the 
identifier of the user by the username and password given: 
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• Function ApplicationDao.saveProject(int uid, String id, String elements, String 
relations, String inputs). Save the project given to the database, first it try to delete a 
project from the same user and with the same identifier for the case that the user is 
updating the project::
 
 
• Function ApplicationDao.deleteProject(int uid, String id). Delete the project from the 
user and with the identifier given: 
 
 
• Function ApplicationDao.getProjectsId(int uid). Get all the identifiers of the projects 
from the user given: 
 
 
• Function ApplicationDao.getProject(int uid, String id). Get the information of the 
project from the user and with the identifier given: 
 
 
• Function ExternalDao.getFunctions(). Get all the functions existing in the database and 
their information: 
 
 
5.5. The “core” of the application, the workspace.jsp file 
In the workspace.jsp file, there is the most important code of the project. It is the javascript 
code responsible to implement the workspace and let the user to be creating elements, 
dragging them, creating relations between them and saving/solving the project. 
This code is written in javascript language with the library JQuery 1.4.4 and the library JQuery-
UI 1.8.10. Basically this facet of the project works thanks to the Draggable implementation 
from the JQuery-UI library (to drag the elements in the workspace) and the canvas element of 
the new HTML5 (to draw lines between the elements). 
To communicate with the actions (classes) of the application to save or solve the project it is 
implemented with JQuery ajax calls. 
Now we will explain how it is build and how it works this page: 
SELECT userid FROM users WHERE username=? AND pwd=MD5(?) 
DELETE FROM projects WHERE userid=? AND id=? 
INSERT INTO projects VALUES (?,?,?,?,?) 
DELETE FROM projects WHERE userid=? AND id=? 
SELECT id FROM projects WHERE userid=? 
SELECT elements,relations,inputs FROM projects WHERE userid=? AND id=? 
SELECT id,description,symbol,inputs,outputs,available FROM functions 
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• Creation and managing of the elements in the workspace 
 
When the workspace.jsp page is build, by jsp tags it creates as many divs, that (thanks 
to css) will look like little boxes with output and input arrows, as functions we have get 
from the database by the action Workspace. This divs are created inline into the 
“tools” div, but at the page charging, all these divs are set to hidden visibility, so the 
user is able to show only the “tool” divs he want to use by the select list “select_tool”. 
If some one of that “tool” divs is unavailable it will be impossible to be shown that div 
because it will not appear in the select list “select_tool”. Anyway that div will be there 
hidden with a special class property that by css it will look different for in case a 
project is loaded and it has already that element (div) in the workspace. 
 
These divs that represents the different functions from the server, by JQuery are set as 
draggable divs with the fact that, when they are dropped, a clone of that div is created 
in the position where the dragged one has been dropped. In that clone moment, with 
javascript code it is set the id of the cloned div to identify it from the other same 
cloned divs. 
 
All the cloned divs and its position are constantly saved in a global array variable called 
“$elementsMap”, so then we are able to save and later load again that project, so we 
know which elements are cloned and in which position. 
 
The user is able also to delete that cloned divs by a trash icon in the bottom of the div, 
when this icon is clicked, by a JQuery event and with javascript code, the div is deleted, 
and also deleted the information of that div in the global variable “$elementsMap”. 
 
• Creation and managing of the relation between the elements in the workspace 
 
The user is able to draw a relation between two elements (cloned divs) in the 
workspace by clicking first to an output arrow and after to an input arrow of another 
element. 
 
By JQuery event, javascript code and two global variables called “$orig” and “$dest” it 
is controlled, in every moment that an arrow is clicked, which specific arrow is being 
clicked and which one was clicked the last time. 
 
To draw the lines it only have to get the position of the two arrows and, thanks to the 
canvas element from the HTML5, draw a line between that positions. 
 
To save all the lines (relations) between the elements in the workspace it is used 
another global array variable called “$linesMap”. 
 
As it is possible to drag the elements through the workspace, every time that an 
element is dragged, in the same code that we update its position, we also update the 
lines by erasing all the lines in the canvas space and drawing them again between the 
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new positions set in the global array variable “$linesMap”. 
 
A line is also able to be erased by clicking first to an input arrow and after to an output 
arrow where there is already a line, then with JQuery event, javascript code and the 
two global variables “$orig” and “$dest” it is deleted the information of that relation 
from the global array variable “$linesMap” and then updated the lines by, again, 
erasing all of them and drawing again the ones in that global array variable. 
 
If an element is deleted from the workspace, then it is check if it is any line drawn from 
or to that element and then that lines are also erased from the workspace. 
 
It is controlled by javascript code that it has to be impossible to draw a line if: 
− the user is trying to draw the line between two input arrows or two output 
arrows. 
− the user is trying to draw a line between an output arrow and an input arrow 
from the same element. 
− the user is trying to draw a line that ends to an input arrow where there is 
already a line drawn. 
− for implementation reasons, the user also cannot be able to draw two lines 
from and to the same elements. So if there is a line between a output arrow of 
an element and an input arrow of another element, he is not able to draw a 
second line even between a different output arrow from the first element and 
a different input arrow from the other element. 
 
• Saving/Solving the project 
 
To save and solve the project when the user clicks the appropriate buttons, a JQuery 
event is called and, by javascript code, the saving and solving is implemented with 
JQuery ajax calls to the Servlet action (class). 
When the project is trying to be saved or solved by the user, before calling the 
appropriate action (class) it is filled another temporal array variable with the values of 
the Input elements in the workspace and then sent also with the “$elementsMap” and 
“$linesMap” variables to the appropriate action. 
When the project is trying to be solved, before calling the action responsible to send 
the project to be solved, by javascript code it is checked some important validations 
like: 
− There is some element and line (relation) in the workspace 
− There is not any empty Input element. 
− There is the Result element in the workspace (every project has to end with a 
Result element). 
− There is not any unavailable element in the workspace. 
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• Loading of a saved project 
 
When a pre-saved project is loaded, by jsp tags the global array variables 
“$elementsMap” and “$linesMap” are filled with the project information coming from 
the action (class). Then an initialization code, if the variable “$elementsMap” is not 
empty, creates the cloned divs necessaries in the workspace and after an update of 
the lines is done, so if also the “$linesMap” variable is not empty, the adequate lines 
will be created. 
Then also by jsp tags, the values of the Input cloned elements in the workspace are 
filled with the correct values. 
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6. Future extensions 
In this section the reader will find some possible future extensions that could be implemented 
to extend or to improve efficiently the functionalities of the web application. 
Some interesting extensions would be: 
6.1. Administration user(s) 
Implement roles in the web application, so there can be administrator users. This would give 
the possibility to implement some more functionality to the application like: 
• Develop a page with a formulary to register new users to the system. 
• Delete users from the system. 
• Give the possibility to that role to has access to all the projects  
 
6.2. Shared projects 
Extend the relation between a user and a project so it will give the possibility to able users to 
share a project saved to the database with another user. It will obligate to lock the projects 
while editing so two users cannot be editing the same project at the same time. 
The share option could be done with a input text formulary (maybe an autocompleter input) in 
the “workspace” page where the user owner of that project can write the identifier/name of 
another user and a share button to do it. 
 
6.3. Direct communication between servers 
Eliminate the “intermediate server” between our web application server and the “Server 
Controller” responsible to solve the projects. To do this, it has to be developed that our web 
application server parse the XML file which right now is sent to the “intermediate server” and 
do the necessary XML-RPC calls to the “Server Controller” to get the result of the project. To 
communicate with the “Server Controller” by XML-RPC calls, Apache project has develop the 
XmlRpcClient Object that will make that communication possible, more information in the web 
page http://ws.apache.org/xmlrpc/client.html. 
 
6.4. Inform the user about waiting time 
Implement in the workspace page that when the user clicks to the “Solve project” button, 
while the information is send to the “Server Controller” and everything is calculated, show a 
“Calculating…” text somewhere in the “workspace” page so the user knows that his request is 
being processed.  
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7. References 
Some pages that has been really useful to develop this application: 
1. Eclipse IDE page: http://www.eclipse.org/ 
 
2. SQLExplorer plugin for Eclipse installation tutorial page: 
http://www.programacion.com/articulo/eclipse_--_v_--
_configurar_accesos_a_bases_de_datos_con_sqlexplorer_316 
 
3. MySQL reference manual: http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/ 
 
4. Struts2 documentation page: http://struts.apache.org/2.x/docs/home.html 
 
5. Spring documentation page: http://www.springsource.org/documentation 
6. JQuery documentation page: http://docs.jquery.com/Main_Page 
 
7. JQuery UI documentation page: http://jqueryui.com/demos/ 
 
8. HTML5 tutorial: 
http://www.webmonkey.com/2010/02/building_web_pages_with_html_5/ 
 
9. JQuery-UI using forum: http://forum.jquery.com/using-jquery-ui 
 
10. Struts2 + Spring slideshow: http://www.slideshare.net/Syed_Shahul/struts-2-and-
spring-frameworks-together 
 
11. Programing Questions&Answer site: http://stackoverflow.com/ (Really useful) 
 
12. GrepCode web application to find the appropriate libraries: http://grepcode.com/ 
 
13. Apache HttpComponents project, HttpClient tutorial: 
http://hc.apache.org/httpcomponents-client-ga/tutorial/html/ 
 
14. XAMPP software project to execute the web application: 
http://www.apachefriends.org/en/xampp.html 
 
Other possible useful pages for future extensions: 
15. Apache XmlRpcClient Object documentation page: 
http://ws.apache.org/xmlrpc/client.html 
 
16. XMPP Java API overview page: http://code.google.com/intl/en-
EN/appengine/docs/java/xmpp/overview.html 
 
